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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a cooperative network that
is trying to reach consensus on the occurrence of an event, by communicating over time-varying network topologies with fast fading
channels. We mathematically characterize both the asymptotic and
transient behaviors of the network. We show that the network converges to a memoryless state asymptotically, which is undesirable.
However, the network can still be in consensus for a long period
of time. In order to characterize the transient behavior, we then
derive a tight approximation for the second largest eigenvalue of
the underlying average probability transition matrix in fading environments. We show the impact of channel unreliability and network topology on consensus performance and shed light on the underlying tradeoffs in terms of speed of convergence and memoryless asymptotic behavior.
Index Terms—Best affine estimation, binary consensus, fading
channels, time-varying network topology.

I. INTRODUCTION
N recent years, there has been significant interest in cooperative sensing, estimation/detection and control. Such problems arise in many different areas such as environmental monitoring, surveillance and security, smart homes and factories,
target tracking and military systems. Consider the case where
a group of nodes with sensing, processing, communication and
actuation capabilities are given a task to perform jointly. Each
node has limited local capabilities and can therefore only accomplish the task in a cooperative manner. One of the problems
that arise in such cooperative networks is that of group agreements. Consensus problems arise when the agents need to reach
an agreement on the value of a parameter of interest and can be
categorized into two main groups: estimation consensus and detection consensus.
Estimation consensus refers to the problems where the
parameter of interest can take values over an infinite set or an
unknown finite set. For instance, it may be of interest that all
the mobile agents that started in different directions move in
the same direction in a cooperative multi-agent network [1],
which requires that they all eventually agree on their headings.
These problems received considerable attention over the past
few years, especially in the control and systems community
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[2]–[4]. In particular, the control community has applied tools
from algebraic graph theory and advanced matrix analysis
to characterize estimation consensus over graphs that are not
fully connected, for cooperative problems such as flocking,
rendezvous and formation control [1], [5], [6]. [7] provides
a comprehensive survey of the literature on such consensus
problems. The impact of uncertainties introduced by communication links, however, has received less attention in the control
literature (except for the work of [8]). More recently, there has
been considerable interest in estimation consensus problems
from the signal processing and communication community,
with more emphasis on link uncertainties [9]–[13].
By detection consensus, on the other hand, we refer to the
problems in which the parameter of interest takes values from a
finite known set. Then the update protocol that each agent will
utilize becomes nonlinear. We referred to a subset of detection
consensus problems where the network is trying to reach an
agreement over a parameter that can only have two values as
binary consensus [14]. For instance, networked detection of fire
falls into this category. While there exists a rich literature on estimation consensus, detection consensus problems only recently
started to receive attention. In [15], the authors consider convergence in a detection consensus setup over perfect channels,
with repeated sensing and known probabilistic sensing models.
In [16], the authors consider a distributed hypothesis testing
problem over perfect communication channels, to which they
refer to as belief consensus. They consider the case where each
node transmits its belief (conditional probability) to other nodes.
As a result, their problem immediately takes the form of the traditional average estimation consensus, for which a rich literature
exists. In [17]–[21] and references therein, quantized consensus
problems are considered over perfect channels, in which every
node can only send from a set of quantized values.
In [14], [22], and [23], binary consensus problems are considered, where the nodes start with an initial decision regarding
the occurrence of an event. Through repeated communications,
the goal for every node is to reach the majority of the initial
votes, without knowing anything about the sensing qualities.
Reference [23] considered and characterized phase transition
of such a binary consensus problem in the presence of a uniformly-distributed communication noise. Since the support of
the probability density function of this noise is bounded, there
exists a transition point beyond which consensus will be guaranteed in this case. In [23], this transition point is characterized. In most applications, however, the agents will communicate their values wirelessly and will experience Gaussian receiver noise as opposed to a uniformly-distributed noise. In [14],
[22], and [24], we considered reaching binary consensus over
time-invariant network topologies with additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channels and regular graphs (all nodes have the
same number of neighbors). Since the noise is not bounded in
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this case, there is no transition point beyond which consensus
is guaranteed. Instead, we proposed a probabilistic approach to
characterize the asymptotic and transient behavior of the network.
In this paper, we extend our previous work and consider binary consensus over not fully connected and rapidly-changing
network topologies with fading channels, where the goal of
every node is to reach the majority of the initial votes. We mathematically characterize the impact of fading, noise, network
connectivity and time-varying topology on consensus performance, which becomes challenging due to all the introduced
uncertainties. To improve the performance and robustness
of network cooperation, we propose novel consensus-seeking
protocols that utilize information of link qualities and noise variances. Furthermore, we consider two different decision-making
strategies, in term of using the available transmissions: fusion
and diversity. In the first approach, the given resources are used
to increase the flow of information in the network whereas the
second strategy aims to increase robustness to link error by
channel coding. There exists interesting tradeoffs between these
two approaches in terms of speed of convergence and asymptotic behavior, as we shall explore. Our proposed framework
builds a foundation for understanding both the asymptotic and
transient behaviors of binary consensus in fading environments.
While channel uncertainty can result in undesirable asymptotic
behavior, depending on the utilized decision-making strategy,
we show that the network can still be in consensus for a
long period of time (enough for practical purposes) with high
probability. In order to characterize the transient behavior, we
derive a tight approximation for the second largest eigenvalue
of the average of the underlying linear dynamical system.
The derived expressions show how channel uncertainty and
network topology affect binary consensus and shed light on the
underlying tradeoffs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
problem and describes our system model. In Section III, we
develop the foundations of binary consensus over a fully connected time-invariant network topology with fading channels,
in order to focus solely on the impact of fading. In Section IV,
we extend that analysis to time-varying not fully connected network topologies. In Section IV-A, we consider binary consensus
over time-varying not fully connected network topologies with
ideal links in order to build an understanding of the impact of
rapidly-changing topologies. Then, we extend that analysis to
the case of fading channels in Section IV-B.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a cooperative network of nodes1 that are trying to
reach consensus over the occurrence of an event. Each agent has
its own initial decision, based on its one-time sensing. The goal
of the network is for each node to reach a decision that is equal
to the majority of the initial votes. For instance, in a cooperative
fire detection scenario, each node has an initial opinion as to if
there is a fire or not. However, as a network, they may act only
based on the majority vote. Therefore, it is desirable that every
node reaches the majority of the initial votes without a group
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leader. As it may happen in realistic scenarios, the nodes may
not have any information on the sensing quality of themselves or
others. Therefore, in this paper, the main goal is that each node
reaches the majority of the initial votes. Considering sensing
quality of the nodes is among possible extensions of this work.
In order to achieve this, each node will transmit its current
decision to other nodes. The transmissions occur over fading
channels and are furthermore corrupted by the receiver noise.
Each node will then revise its current vote based on the received
information. This process will go on for a while. We adopt the
following definitions from [14]. We say that accurate consensus
is achieved if each agent reaches the majority of the initial votes.
The network can also be in a state of consensus while the information of the initial state is lost. We refer to this state as memoryless consensus. More specifically, if the probability of consensus (or equivalently the probability of being in all the states
of the system) is independent of the initial condition, we say that
any consensus, if achieved, is memoryless. This is undesirable
since the group agreement is not related to the initial state of the
system and is merely a function of channel errors.
represent the initial vote of the th node,
Let
, where
indicates that the th agent deat time step
denotes otherwise.
cides that the event occurred whereas
Each agent will send its binary vote (only one bit of information)
represent the fading
to the rest over fading channels. Let
coefficient of the link from node to node . The receiver then
and uses it in the detection process. Let
replearns
resent the receiver noise at the th time step in the transmission
is zero-mean Gaussian
from the th node to the th one.
. We take the receiver noise of the recepwith the variance of
represent
tions of different nodes to be uncorrelated. Let
the reception of the th node from the transmission of the th
one at the th time step. We have the following if there exists a
link from the th node to the th one2:
for

where
and
. We assume that each receiver can learn the fading coefficient of each of its receptions
and undo its effect. Furthermore, in this paper, we consider the
case where the network experiences rapidly-changing but stationary fading channels. This means that the nodes move fast
change and become uncorrelated from
enough such that
one time step to the next. However, their movements are limited
to a given area such that fading channels can be considered stationary. The case of slow fading is easier to analyze (see [25])
and will therefore be skipped.
represent the set of indexes of those agents that can
Let
communicate to the th one (excluding itself) at time step . We
have
(2)
for
, and
2Note

1We

also use the term “agent” to refer to each node.

(1)

ON–OFF

where
represents the size of

for
:

.

that, without loss of generality, we assumed that the modulation is
keying.
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Each agent will then update its vote based on its past vote and
the received information as follows:

(3)
and
where
represents
for
a decision-making function. We show how to optimize this function in the next section. Let
represent the state of the system at the th time step and
denote the corresponding sum of all the votes. Let
represent a
vector that contains the probabilities
of being in different possible states. We have [24]:

..
.

(4)
..
.

Without loss of generality, possible states are ordered such that
increases. Within each group where
is constant, the
states are ordered increasingly. Then
for
, where
is the
th state chosen from the ordered list. We have
(5)
where
sition matrix at time

represents a
with

state tran-

for
. Let
represent the probability that the th agent votes one at
:
time step, given that the current state is

A. Design of the Local Decision-Making Function—A Best
Affine Estimation (BAE) Approach
As denoted in (3), each node updates its vote using function
. In general, this function should be designed based on the
optimum detector of the majority vote. However, the computational complexity of this receiver is exponential and thus prohibitive [14]. Another possibility is to design an estimator of
, the sum of all the votes. Each node can then easily transto a detection of majority vote as follate its estimation of
is estimated to be above
, then the majority
lows. If
vote is one. Otherwise, it is zero. In [14], we showed that the performance of a local decision-making function based on an estiis considerably close to that of an optimum demation of
tector of the majority vote. Therefore, in this paper we design the
.
local decision-making function based on the estimation of
We furthermore focus on the best affine estimation (BAE) of
. There are two reasons for considering the best affine estimator. First, it was shown that such a receiver has a performance
considerably close to the one that is based on the optimum non[22]. Second, we can mathematically
linear estimation of
characterize the transient behavior of this receiver, as we shall
see later in this paper. In this section, we mathematically characterize the BAE-based local decision-making function.
for all
For a fully connected graph, we have
. Let
for
be as defined in (2)
for the th node, where we dropped index since
is a
time-invariant set in this case. Define the following variables:

th
,
(6)

Then, the probability of going from state
, will be as follows:

if there exists a direct link between any two nodes. Our goal,
in this section, is to solely focus on the impact of fading. The
analysis of this section will then serve as a base for the derivations of the subsequent sections, where we consider binary
consensus over not fully connected time-varying topologies.

to state , at time

, where
is a diagonal matrix with the elements of vector on its main diagonal.
Then we have the following, considering all the receptions of
the th node:
(7)

III. BINARY CONSENSUS OVER A FIXED FULLY CONNECTED
NETWORK TOPOLOGY WITH FADING CHANNELS
In this section, we develop a mathematical framework for
binary consensus over a fixed and fully connected network
topology, where each link experiences fading and receiver
noise, as denoted by (1). A network is called fully connected,

Let
represent the sum of the votes of all the nodes except
, where
for the th node:
denotes a column vector with all elements of one. Then the th
node estimates
by using the best affine unbiased function
,
of the received information:
where
is the th node’s estimate of
. To ensure an
unbiased estimator, we should have
. In this paper, we use
,
and to denote the average of random variable .
Then we have the following optimization problem:

subject to

(8)
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where
.
characterizes the voting patterns of different nodes. We then have
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Therefore, the th node will update its decision as follows:

(13)
(9)
where
and
covariance matrix of
noting that (9) is a convex function of

is the
. By
, we have

and
(10)
Then, the th node can detect the majority of the votes, using the
, as follows:
estimation of
(11)

where

. As can be seen, to update its

, the covariance mavote, the th node needs to calculate
. This requires the th node to calculate the correlatrix of
tion between the votes of any two nodes in the network, which
could be computationally prohibitive. Therefore, for most parts
of this paper, the th node assumes that the votes of different
nodes are uncorrelated when updating its decision. This means
that while different votes can be correlated, the th node conto be diagonal. This simplification then facilitates
siders
the mathematical characterizations of the rest of the paper. If the
th node assumes that votes of different nodes are uncorrelated,
for
, then we have
i.e.,

Note that for non-zero noise variances, the probability of the argument of the Dec(.) function of (13) being 0.5 is zero. Therefore, for the sake of the analysis of this section, the value of
is chosen one, without loss of generality, as it
does not impact network behavior.
It can be seen that (13) assumes that the knowledge of
is available at the receiver. If the th node does not have an es, it will assume that
. We refer to
timate of
this case as basic BAE. Then, learning BAE refers to the case
is statistically learned in the receiver. In order to
where
through a hard decision function
do so, node will pass
to estimate the number of times that becomes one in a given
time interval. In this paper, we mathematically characterize the
asymptotic and transient behavior of the basic BAE case. Since
mathematical characterization of the performance of learning
,
BAE requires considering the error in the estimation of
it will not be considered in this paper and is the subject of future work. Then, in Section III-E we show the performance of
learning BAE through simulation.
B. Asymptotic Behavior of Basic BAE
For the basic BAE case, (13) can be simplified to the following:

(14)
where

and
(12)

and
. Furthermore,
is a zero-mean
Gaussian random variable with the variance of
. Given the
, the probability of node voting one will
current state of
be as follows:

where

and

(15)
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where

and
. Since
, and subsequently
of (5), are functions of
, then matrix
is
time-varying. For such cases, the average dynamical system
should instead be considered where the average is taken over
the fading coefficients to get . Assuming that the fading
with
coefficients are stationary, we have

(16)

and
. Let
denote
,
the number of possible states of the system and
represent ordered eigenvalues of , where
. The following can be easily
[14]:
confirmed for the case that
is stochastic and positive (elementProperty 1: Matrix
wise). A stochastic matrix is a matrix in which the sum of each
, for any , and thererow is one. It is thus clear that matrix
fore is stochastic. For the positive part, note that if
, then
from (15) and therefore
and
. This means that if there is any noise in any of the
receptions of each node, then there is a non-zero probability of
going from any state to any other.
,
for
,
Property 2:
where
,
Property 3:
, and
,
where 2 and 3 can be easily deduced from Property 1 using
Perron and Gershgorin disk theorems [26]. Then from Property 3, we know that the average dynamics of the network
reaches a steady state asymptotically. Furthermore, we will
where and are as defined in
have
Property 3. Consider
, the asymptotic value of vector
.
has exactly one element equal to one and the rest
zero. Since is stochastic from Property 1, vector is a vector
loses the inforwhose elements are all the same. Then,
mation of the initial state. Therefore, the asymptotic value will
be independent of the initial state and is proportional to , the
. It can be seen that the network loses its
right eigenvector of
memory of the initial state asymptotically due to the impact of
link errors, which is undesirable (see [14] for more details). It
should be noted that for any amount of non-zero link noise, the
asymptotic behavior will be memoryless. The network, however, can still be in consensus for a long period of time (enough
for practical purposes) with high probability, which necessitates
characterizing the transient behavior. Since the asymptotic behavior is memoryless, it is desirable that the network gets there
determine the
with a slower rate. In general
transient behavior of the network. Among these eigenvalues,
typically has the most impact on
the second largest one
the transient behavior (see [14] for more details). The closer the
second eigenvalue is to the unit circle, the longer the network
is in consensus. In the limit, it can be easily confirmed that if
,
, we will have
and
for
[14]. In [14], we considered binary consensus
over AWGN channels and derived an approximated expression

for the second largest eigenvalue. We next extend that analysis
to the case of fast fading channels.
C. Transient Behavior and the Second Largest Eigenvalue
for Basic BAE
In this part, we characterize the transient behavior of the basic
BAE case in fast-fading environments. In general, finding an
exact expression for the second largest eigenvalue of is considerably challenging. Instead, we derive a tight approximation
function.
for it, based on the linearization of the
Assumption 1: For a small arbitrary , the linearization of
the
function around the origin results in
. We next prove the following general theorem, which
will be used throughout the paper.
represent the state transiTheorem 1: Let
tion matrix for a time-invariant average dynamical system
.
where
,
Let
where
denotes the state of the network at time
and
is as defined in Section II. Let
represent the sum of the elements of
for any arbitrary
,
vector . If
is a constant (not a function of
or ), and
where
and
are any positive numbers such that
, then
is one of the eigenvalues of .
and
,
Proof: For any
we have

If

and
, we can extend [24] to show

that

(17)
vector, where
Let represent a
and
. Then, we have
.
Therefore,
is an eigenvalue of .
By applying Assumption 1 and averaging (15) over fading,
we have

(18)
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where

and
indicating

with
aging over fading. We can then write

aver-

as a function of
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tributed random variables with
average. We have

to be i.i.d. exponentially disrepresenting their

as follows:
(19)

.

where

due to the stationarity
Note that we dropped index from
assumption.
are i.i.d. exponenTheorem 2: Assume that
. Then we have
tial random variables with
and
. Let
and
repreand its second largest
sent the approximation of matrix
eigenvalue under Assumption 1 respectively. We have
.
Proof: If

, we have the following under

Assumption 1:
where

,

and
the

.
approximation

of

From (18)
Assumption

and by
1, we

using
have
.

Moreover, it can be easily confirmed that
. Then, by applying Theorem 1, we have
as one of the eigenvalues of
. As all
go to
infinity, this eigenvalue goes to one. Consider all the eigenvalues of except for the first one. As mentioned earlier, only
the second largest one goes to one as
go to infinity.
[14]. Therefore,
The same can be confirmed for
.

Proof: This case is a special case of basic BAE
,
and
where
. Therefore, in this case
and
due to the stationarity assumption. Then using Theorem 2 with the aforementioned parameters will result
in
.
While Theorem 3 relates the transient behavior of the network to the link qualities, finding a closed-form expression
is challenging for exfor
ponentially-distributed
. Alternatively, we can derive
another approximation for the second largest eigenvalue as
.
follows. From Theorem 2, we have
using Assumption 1
Instead of finding an expression for
as we did before, we can directly use (15) as follows:
. Then from the definition of

,

we have
, where
. The minimum of
i.i.d. exponential random variables,
,
can be easily shown to have an exponential distribution with
representing its average. For an arbitrary exponentially-distributed random variable , with the average ,
for an
we have
. Therefore,
arbitrary
(21)

D. Special Case: Unknown
As can be seen, the decision-making function of (12) and (13)
. If such information is not available,
uses information of
then each receiver will use a zero-forcing equalizer to undo the
impact of the channel and use the equalized received information assuming they are correct. We then have the following:

(20)

where
with the vari. This receiver
ance of
can be considered as a special case of the decision-making funcand
.
tion of (14) where
Theorem 3: Consider the case where knowledge of
the noise variances is not available at the nodes. Take

E. Consensus Performance
In this section, our simulation results will confirm the theoretical derivations of the previous parts and show the performance
of group consensus over fading channels. We start by considering the special case where
are unknown. We characterized the performance of this case in Section III-D. Fig. 1 (left)
and Fig. 1 (right) show the performance of a network of four
nodes that is trying to reach consensus by communicating over
AWGN and fast fading channels respectively. The nodes do not
have any knowledge of noise variances in this case. Initially,
three out of four nodes are voting one. Then it is desirable that
all four nodes vote one through communication. For the fading
, i.e., the average
case, the figure shows
probability of accurate consensus (averaged over fading), for
different noise variances. Both figures show the performance for
cases with poor link qualities. For instance, average
0 dB means that average SNR per link is 3 dB if sending 0
and 1 are equiprobable. Two observations can be made from
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M =4

 s

Fig. 1. Comparison of the performance of binary consensus over AWGN and fading communication channels for
and the case where knowledge of
is not available (see Section III-D)—(left) binary consensus over AWGN communication channels, (right) binary consensus over fading communication channels
8
6
(averaging is done over several runs).
with

E [r ] = 1; i; j = i

 s
E[r ] = 1 i; j = i

M=4  =1

M = 4,  = 1 and

Fig. 2. Characterization of the 2nd largest eigenvalue for the case where knowledge of
is not available (see Section III-D) with
,
and
8
6 .

Fig. 3. Average probability of accurate consensus for
8
6 .

the figure. First, it can be seen that at the earlier iterations, the
probability of accurate consensus increases. However, after a
while, communication is not beneficial anymore as it results in
error propagation in the network, a decrease in the probability
of accurate consensus and an eventual memoryless consensus.
This is as expected from Section III-B, where we characterized
the asymptotic behavior of group consensus and showed that
it is memoryless in the presence of any amount of link uncertainty. Second, it can be seen that fading ruins the performance
drastically by reducing the probability of accurate consensus.
It therefore becomes considerably important to mathematically
characterize the transient behavior and propose algorithms to
improve the overall performance, as was done in the previous
sections. In order to see how well the approximation of Theorem
3 works, Fig. 2 shows the second largest eigenvalue of the av, its approximation from Theorem
erage transition matrix
, and the upper bound of (21). It can be seen that
3
the approximation and its upper bound are considerably close
to the true eigenvalue. As link qualities get worse (lower CNR),
the linearization of the function provides a better approximation, resulting in the derivation of Theorem 3 getting closer to
the true eigenvalue (see [14] for more details on this). It should

be noted that the upper bound of (21) is derived for
and not for
.
is
Next we consider the case where knowledge of
available at each node and can be used in the decision-making
process, as discussed in Section III-A. Fig. 3 shows the probability of accurate consensus for the proposed BAE approaches
of Section III-A, where all the channels experience the same
and the average power of fading
noise variance
coefficients is equal to one
. Therefore, if sending
0 and 1 is equiprobable, the average SNR of each link is -3 dB,
which is very low. The figure shows the performance of both
basic (solid line with plus markers) and learning (dashed line)
BAE approaches. As discussed in Section III-A, for the basic
is not estimated and is assumed to be 0.5. On
BAE case,
the other hand, for the learning case, each node tries to estimate
, the voting patterns of other nodes. The performance for
is not available (special case)
the case where knowledge of
is also shown for comparison (dashed line with circle markers).
It can be seen that using the knowledge of noise variances
can improve the performance drastically, as expected. Still the
basic-BAE case has an undesirable memoryless asymptotic
behavior as shown in Section III-B, i.e., after a certain time

E[r ] = 1 i; j = i
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M = 4  = 1 E [r ] = 1 i; j = i

Fig. 4. Characterization of the 2nd largest eigenvalue for the basic BAE case
,
and
8
6 .
with

the probability of accurate consensus starts to decrease. It can
,
then be seen that by incorporating the online learning of
learning BAE can improve the performance and avoid the
memoryless asymptotic behavior. Characterizing the asymptotic and transient behavior of the learning BAE case, however,
is the subject of future work as it requires considering the error
.
in the online estimation of
for the basic
To see how well Theorem 2 approximates
BAE case, Fig. 4 shows the second largest eigenvalue of as
. It can be seen that the approximation of Thewell as
orem 2 works well. At higher average CNRs, as average CNR
increases, as expected (similar to Fig. 2). Howincreases,
increases as CNR decreases.
ever, at lower average CNR,
This is due to the fact that the BAE approach weighs the received information based on link qualities. Therefore, at considerably low average CNR, the received information is almost
approaching one.
ignored (as it should be), which results in
In other words, for very low CNRs, each node keeps its initial
opinion resulting in an identity matrix. This makes the proposed approach more robust to the receiver noise. On the other
is not available, as is the case in
hand, if the knowledge of
becomes a non-decreasing function of avSection III-D,
erage CNR (see Fig. 2).
IV. BINARY CONSENSUS OVER NOT FULLY CONNECTED
RAPIDLY CHANGING NETWORK TOPOLOGIES
In Section III, we considered binary consensus over fully
connected fixed network topologies, in order to focus on the
impact of fading and noise. In realistic scenarios, however,
some links may not exist due to poor quality. Furthermore, the
underlying communication topology could be time-varying.
Therefore, in this part we relax those assumptions and consider
the dynamics of binary consensus over not fully connected
and rapidly-changing network topologies. We model the
repcommunication network as a graph, where
is the link set at time .
resents the vertex set and
then denotes the neighbor set of node at time (excluding itself), as introduced earlier. In a not fully connected
graph, there exists a link from node to node at time
if
, i.e., the link quality is above a
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to be i.i.d.
minimum acceptable threshold. We take
. Let represent the probrandom variables with
ability that a link exists from node to node at a given time.
In exponentially-distributed fading environments, we have:
. The case
of
corresponds to the static empty graph and is not of
interest to us. In this section, it is our goal to characterize the
impact of time-varying not fully connected graph topologies on
consensus.
We start by considering the case where if a link exists, it
is perfect, i.e., there is no error in that transmission. Studying
this case allows us to solely focus on the impact of not fully
connected graphs and could correspond to the case where the
, is chosen very high. We then consider
threshold,
binary consensus over not fully connected rapidly-changing
topologies with fading channels. We also consider two decision-making approaches: fusion and diversity. So far in the
previous section, we considered the case where each node fuses
its received information in every time step, to form its new
opinion, which it will then send to other nodes. In this manner,
each node helps to propagate the information of other nodes
in the network. This strategy is suitable, in particular, when
the graph connectivity is low as it creates virtual links between
nodes. We refer to it as fusion strategy in this section to differentiate it from the alternative diversity approach described next.
Each node can also use its transmissions to repeat its initial
vote, without fusing its received information. This strategy, to
which we refer to as diversity strategy, on the other hand can be
more robust to link errors. In our previous work, we introduced
these two strategies in the context of binary consensus over
fixed AWGN networks [14]. In this section, we consider both
approaches in the context of time-varying network topologies.
As we shall see, a time-varying graph with fading channels
requires a new formulation and approach, which this paper
addresses.
A. Binary Consensus Over a Not Fully Connected and
Rapidly-Changing Topology With Ideal Links
In this section, we consider the case where if a link exists, its
quality is perfect. We also assume an undirected graph in this
part, which means that if
, then
. Then
denotes the probability that a link exists between two nodes at
a given time.
1) Fusion Case: For the fusion case, the decision-making
and
function of (13) will be as follows (
if there is a link from node to node at time ):

(22)
if

. Otherwise
. The following theorem characterizes the
performance of this decision-making function.
Theorem 4: Consider binary consensus over a rapidly. Let represent the probability
changing graph with
that a link exists at a given time step. Consider the case where
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if a link exists, its quality is perfect. Then the decision-making
function of (22) will have the following properties.
1) The states with all votes 0 or all votes 1 are absorbing
states.
nodes vote the same initially, then there
2) If less than
is no guarantee that the network converges to the accurate
consensus.
nodes vote the same initially, we have asymptotic
3) If
accurate consensus.
.
4) The network asymptotically reaches consensus if
Proof: First part can be easily confirmed. We next
, we have
prove the second part. Assume that at
nodes with some initial votes, where less than
nodes vote the same. Let
represent the set of indexes of all those nodes that vote 0 at time step .
is defined in a similar manner for all those nodes that vote
and
1 at time step . Then,
denote two mutually exclusive
, where all the corresponding nodes
sets of indexes at time
vote zero and one respectively. Without loss of generality, we
. Since less than
nodes
assume that3
vote the same initially, we know that
. Consider
, there is only a fully connected
the case where at
with no other links in
graph among nodes in
the network. Such a topology would occur with the proba. Then, we have the
bility of
following at the next time step:
and
. Similarly, the probability that a fully con(with
nected graph exists only among the nodes in
no other link in the network) is
.
Then, we have
and
.
By continuing the same procedure, we have all the nodes in the
time steps, with a non-zero
network voting zero after
. Since an all-zero state is
probability, while
an absorbing state (see Property 1), then the network will stay
in inaccurate consensus. This example shows that there is no
guarantee of convergence to an accurate consensus state. Next,
we prove the third part. Without loss of generality, assume
nodes vote one initially. In the next time step,
that
either no node changes its vote or all the nodes vote one,
depending on the network topology. The probability that no
node changes its vote can be characterized as
. Therefore, the probability that asymp:
totic accurate consensus is not reached goes to zero for
.
Finally, we have the following proof for part 4. Let
represent the sum of the votes at time , as defined
in Section II. Define

and

. We have
, with the non-zero probability of
, we have a graph
, fully disconnected in
which is fully connected in
and with each node in
connected
to all the nodes in
. Since
, having such a
. Since

3Note that if jI (0)j = jI (0)j, i.e., S (0) = M=2, then there will be clearly
no consensus.

graph results in the network reaching a consensus, at time
, that corresponds to
. Let
denote the probability that the network is in consensus
. We have
at time
for
. Then the probability that the network does not hit the consensus state goes to
.
zero asymptotically:
, the network will reach accuIt should be noted that if
.
rate consensus in one step iff
2) Diversity Case: In this part, we consider another strategy
in which each node uses its transmissions to repeat its initial
time
vote. Consider the case where the network is given
steps ( transmissions) to reach an agreement. Each node can
use all its transmissions to repeat its initial vote and only fuses
the received information afterwards. This strategy can, in particular, be useful in reducing the impact of link error, as we see
in the subsequent sections. We will have the following for this
case:
for
(23)
Theorem 5: Consider binary consensus over a rapidlychanging network topology where represents the probability
that a link exists at a given time step. Consider the case where
if a link exists, its quality is perfect. Then the decision-making
function of (23) results in asymptotic accurate consensus
. Furthermore, the probability
almost surely iff
of accurate consensus at time step
can be approximated by
, for
sufficiently large and
.
and
, define the following
Proof: For all
sequence of independent random variables for node :
if there is a link between node
and at time step
else.

(24)

Then we have

The strong law of large numbers states that the sample average converges almost surely (a.s.) to the expected value:
, which
results in
(25)
Then the argument inside the decision function of (23) almost
surely converges to the average of the initial votes. There-
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M = 20

Fig. 5. Binary consensus over a rapidly-changing network topology with ideal
.
communication links for the case of diversity with

fore, if
, the decision-making function of (23)
results in asymptotic accurate consensus with probability
of 1. Next we characterize the probability of accurate consensus for the case that the majority of initial votes is one.4
.
Let
, we can evoke the Central Limit
For large enough
Theorem to approximate the distribution of
with
a Gaussian, with the following average and variance:
and
.
is exactly
for most values of
The probability that
,
and
is negligible. Therefore, we have the following
approximation by excluding this case:

(26)
resulting in the following for

:

accurate consensus at time
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M = 10

Fig. 6. Binary consensus over a rapidly-changing network topology with ideal
, comparison of diversity and fusion stratecommunication links for
gies.

over the network. As decreases, the fusion strategy outperforms the diversity one more drastically, as expected. However,
it lacks asymptotic accurate convergence guarantees, as was
shown in Theorem 4.
B. Binary Consensus Over a Not Fully Connected and
Time-Varying Topology With Fading Channels
In this section we extend our analysis to the case where
links experience fading and noise. We consider the case where
can be modeled as i.i.d. random variables with
average of . Due to the presence of fading, the graph will be
directed in this case, i.e., there could be a link from node to
node with no reverse link. More specifically, there exists a
link from node to node , at time , if
,
. We only consider the
for a given threshold of
case where knowledge of CNR is available in the receiver. Let
represent the set of
where
.
Then node has access to this set. Similar to Section III-D, the
results of this section can be easily extended to the case where
such knowledge is not fully available.
1) Fusion Case: For the fusion case, we will have the following decision-making function by extending (13) to a not
fully connected time-varying topology:

(27)

Fig. 5 shows the performance of the diversity case for a network of 20 nodes. It can be seen that the approximation of (27)
matches the true probability of accurate consensus considerably
well.
Fig. 6 compares the performance of fusion and diversity
and
. It can be seen that the fusion
strategies for
scheme provides a faster convergence rate through fusing the
received information, which helps propagating the information
4similar expressions can be derived for the case that the majority of initial
votes is zero.

(28)

where

and
. Furthermore,
is a zeromean Gaussian random variable with the variance of
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. Let
variables. For a given
functions:

be i.i.d. random
, we define the following

,
and
subscript TV indicates the case of time-varying network
topology.
,
and
be as defined for (6). Let
Proof: Let

where

and
represent the probability that
node votes one in the next time step, given the current state
, the current connectivity set of
and the
of
. We have (30), shown
current fading coefficients of
at the bottom of the page. Then we have the following for the
average of the state transition matrix (averaged over different
graph possibilities and fading coefficients):

(31)
Theorem 6: Consider binary consensus over a rapidlychanging network topology with i.i.d. fading channels and additive Gaussian noise, where
represents the probability that a link exists at a given time
step. Then the average dynamical system, based on the decision-making function of (28), will have asymptotic memoryless
and
that
.
behavior if
Furthermore, we have the following approximation for the
second largest eigenvalue of the average of the underlying
dynamical system:

(29)

where
represents the average of
over graph
possibilities and fading [see (32), shown at the bottom of the
page]: If
and
that
, then
, it
and therefore
.
can be seen that
Furthermore is stochastic. Consider the average dynamical
system. Then similar to Section III-B, it can be easily confirmed that, asymptotically, the memory of the initial state
will be lost by evoking Perron’s Theorem. Next, we characterize an approximation for the second largest eigenvalue
in order to characterize the transient behavior. Under Assumption 1, we have (33), shown at the bottom of the next
. We will then have the following
page, where

if

(30)

if

(32)
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equations where

and
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are as defined in Theorem 6 and
:

(35)

which results in

(36)
After a straightforward derivation, it can be confirmed that

(37)

(34)
See the Appendix for details of derivations.
Then, we have the following by using the approximation of
(33):

where

,
and

It can be easily confirmed that
. Then by applying Theorem 1, we have
as
one of the eigenvalues of the average underlying dynamical
system. As goes to one and
goes to infinity,
this eigenvalue goes to one. Therefore, it is the second largest
one.
If Theorem 6 is deployed with
, i.e., for a fully
connected time-invariant topology, we will have
and
, where and are as defined in Theorem 2.
This results in the second largest eigenvalue that is derived in
Theorem 2, as expected.

(33)
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2) Diversity Case: The diversity decision-making strategy of
(23) can be extended to the case of fading channels as follows:

where

,
and
represents the fading coefficient of the link from node
to node for
. As expected, this strategy will help
when links experience poor quality due to fading or noise. The
asymptotic accurate consensus behavior of this approach can be
established in a similar manner, as follows.
Theorem 7: Consider binary consensus over a rapidlychanging network topology with i.i.d. fading channels where
represents the probability
that a link exists. Then the decision-making function of (38)
results in asymptotic accurate consensus almost surely iff
and
.
Proof: We have

The first term on the right-hand side almost surely converges to
. For the second term, which is the noise term,
we have

Fig. 7. Comparison of fusion and diversity strategies for binary consensus over
a rapidly-changing graph with fading links, CNR = 7 dB and p = 0:82.

0

Similar to Theorem 5, we can find an approximation for
the average probability of accurate consensus (averaged over
noise, fading and graph) in this case. Fig. 7 shows a comparison
of the fusion and diversity strategies for fading case and for
dB ,
7 dB (which results in
)
and
. As can be seen, the diversity strategy reaches
asymptotic accurate consensus with probability of one, as expected. The fusion strategy, on the other hand, has a better
transient behavior. This is due to the fact that, by fusing the
received information, the fusion strategy propagates the information faster in the network. It is as if virtual links have been
introduced between nodes through fusion. On the other hand, it
lacks asymptotic accurate consensus and suffers from asympincreases, the overall impact
totic memoryless behavior. As
of link errors is reduced, resulting in the better performance of
the fusion case. The analysis and simulation of this part shows
the underlying tradeoffs between fusion and diversity strategies. In practice, the network may only have a limited time
(for instance on the order of 10 s of iterations) for reaching
consensus. In such a case, fusion strategy may be more suitable. On the other hand, if the network can wait long enough, a
diversity strategy can provide a better asymptotic performance.
In practice, a combination of both strategies may provide the
best overall performance.
V. CONCLUSION

(38)
where
is finite for any
. For instance, for
exponentially distributed i.i.d. fading coefficients, we have
, where
and
for an
. Therefore, as
, variance of
arbitrary and
this noise goes to zero. Hence, the argument of the decision
function of (38) asymptotically and almost surely converges
to the average of the initial votes, which results in asymptotic accurate consensus with the probability of 1 as long as
.

In this paper we considered a cooperative network that is
trying to reach consensus on the occurrence of an event, by communicating over time-varying network topologies with fading
channels. We characterized the impact of fading and rapidlychanging topologies on both the asymptotic and transient behaviors of the network. We showed that the network converges
to a memoryless state asymptotically, which is undesirable. To
see the transient behavior, we then characterized the rate of convergence by deriving an approximation for the second largest
eigenvalue of the underlying average dynamical system for different decision-making strategies. Our derivations showed how
noise, fading and connectivity impact the performance. They
furthermore highlighted the underlying tradeoffs in terms of
speed of convergence and memoryless asymptotic value.
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APPENDIX
PROOF OF (34)
Proof: Assuming
we have

are i.i.d. random variables,

(41)
The last equation of (34) can then be easily confirmed by inin (41).
serting
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